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Hazard Evaluation for 
Waste Feed Delivery Operations and Activities 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this hazard evaluation is to document hazardous conditions associated with 
Waste Feed Delivery (WFD) operations and activities. The waste feed delivery system hazards 
analysis activities considered, as a whole, the existing waste storage tanks, the interconnected 
piping, and any new equipment that may be installed as part of Project W-211 to accomplish the 
conditioning and transfer of waste. 

This document does not authorize any activities and only provides information about the 
hazards associated with the activities occurring in the evaluated facilities. The control decision 
process, as defined in the Authorization Basis (AB), will be used to determine the controls that 
will be allocated to each identified hazardous condition. 

1.2 BACKGROUND AND SCOPE 

The hazard analysis results that are documented in this report are from two hazard analysis 
meetings. The first hazard analysis meeting, which evaluated the bulk of the tanks included in 
WFD Phase I (Project W-21 I), was conducted June 15, 16, 17, 19,22,23, and 24, 1998. The 
results were drafted in July 1998, but were not finalized and published. This report includes the 
information from the June 1998 session. 

The scope that was addressed during the first hazard analysis session included only the 
processing and transfer activities that are delineated as "Privatization Phase I" activities in 
Section 3 of HNF-SD-WM-SP-012, Tank Waste Remediafion System Operation and Utilization 
Plan. Specifically, this first session considered the primary retrieval, conditioning, and transfer 
of waste out of the following tanks: 

- 241-AN-102 
- 241-AN-I03 
- 241-AN-I04 
- 241-AN-I05 
- 241 -AN-106 
- 241-AN-I07 
- 241-AW-101 
- 241-AY-101 
- 241-AY-102 
- 241-AZ-101 
- 241-AZ-102. 

1-1 
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Also included was the transfer of waste from the above tanks to intermediate waste feed 
staging tanks (IWFSTs) 241-AP-102 and 241-AP-104. Transfers and further conditioning to the 
TWRS-P facility feed tanks 241-AP-106 and 241-AP-108. 

The first hazard analysis session considered only the waste material to be conditioned and 
delivered as Waste Feed Delivery Feed Envelopes A, B, C, and D (HNF-SD-WM-SP-012). A 
summary of each feed envelope considered is included in Appendix A of this report. 

The second hazard analysis meeting was conducted on February 9,2000. This report also 
includes the information gathered from this meeting. To address the inclusion of additional 
waste tanks by Projects W-211 and W-521, the following tanks were evaluated against the 
baseline information gathered during the first hazards analysis session: 

- 241-AN-101 
- 241-AP-101 
- 241-AW-103 
- 241-AW-104 
- 241-SY-102 
- 241-SY-103. 

It should also be noted that an evaluation of Tank 241-SY-101 was not specifically 
peformed, even though it is included as part of the Phase 1B retrieval mission, because this tank 
is still the subject of an open Unreviewed Safety Question (USQ)'. Because of this situation, the 
safety of Tank 241-SY-101 is addressed by separate AB documentation. 

' French, R. T., 1999, Contract Number DE-ACO6-96RL13200 - Submittal of Updated Unreviewed Safe@ Question 
(US@ Evaluation andSupplementa1 Controls for Tank 241-SY-101. (Letter 99-TSD-051 to R. D. Hanson, FDH, 
April 27). U.S. Department of Energy, Office of River Protection, Richland, Washington. 
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2.0 HAZARD IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION 

The hazards identification and evaluation for WFD operations and activities used both the 
Hazards and Operability Analysis (HazOp) and What-If/Checklist methods. In the HazOp 
method, a team leader systematically guides the team through the systedprocess being 
evaluated using a fixed set of process parameters (e.g., flow, temperature, pressure) and guide 
words (e.g., high, low, less, more). The combination of the process parameters and guide words 
are applied at specific points or "nodes" in the system design to identify potential hazardous 
conditions associated with the operation of the system. 

The What-IWChecklist method is a creative, brainstorming examination of a process or 
operation that is supplemented with previously developed questions regarding the hazards that 
may be present in the systerdoperation being reviewed. Each member of the hazards evaluation 
team is encouraged to verbalize specific "What-if' questions or issues that may be of concern. 
The What-if/Checklist technique can be used to examine virtually any aspect of facility design 
and operation. Results of "What-if' analysis address potential accident situations implied by 
questions and issues posed by the team. These questions and issues are intended to help identify 
specific causes for the identified accident situations. 

The WFD hazards evaluation was performed by an interdisciplinary team to identify 
process deviations associated with the installation and operation of WFD equipment that could 
potentially result in undesirable consequences. During the HazOp and What-If/Checklist 
processes, potential consequences of the deviations were estimated, hazardous conditions 
formulated, and possible corrective andor preventive measures identified and discussed. These 
processes are recognized by the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) and are 
described in AIChE, Guidelines for Hazard Evaluation Procedures. The HazOp uses a tabular 
format to record the results of the systematic process. 

Because the HazOp and What-if/Checklist techniques tend to be qualitative in nature, the 
expertise and experience of the team is of primary importance in establishing the credibility of 
the analysis. A short resume of each team member participating in the most recent hazard 
analysis session is included in Appendix B to document the expertise and experience level of 
each team member. 

2.1 METHODOLOGY 

The team met to develop the organization of the hazards evaluation process during the first 
hazards session (June 15, 16, 17, 19,22,23, and 24, 1998). During this session, nodes were 
defined to create a systematic structure within which the WFD processes and operations can be 
addressed. The node scheme that was developed used the previously defined WFD feed 
envelopes (HNF-SD-WM-SP-012) and is provided in Appendix A. 

During the first hazards analysis session, Waste Feed Envelope A was fully expanded and 
analyzed. Waste envelopes B, C, and D in contrast, were reviewed by the HazOp team using the 
Envelope A results as a baseline. Each particular operation or activity in Envelopes B, C, and D 
was reviewed against the Envelope A results. Differences were noted and the hazards analysis 
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team session was concluded. Approximately 350 unique hazardous conditions were identified 
during the meetings. 

After the June 1998 team meetings, the hazard analyst expanded, on a line-by-line basis, 
each entry in Envelopes B, C, and D to match the entries found in the Envelope A results, as 
appropriate. When this expansion process was complete, the total number of hazardous 
conditions totaled approximately 3,500. Performance of this process was necessary to ensure 
that all unique hazardous conditions associated with all of the different WFD feed envelopes 
were identified. However, a significant quantity of duplicate information resulted from this 
approach. 

To prepare for the WFD Control Decision Meeting in December 1999, the entire expanded 
database of hazardous conditions was reviewed to "cull" out the duplicate information and retain 
only the unique hazardous conditions. This operation reduced the total number of WFD 
hazardous conditions to 352. The information for the 352 hazardous conditions is included in 
Appendix C, Table C-I. Note that the final number of hazardous conditions closely corresponds 
to the number of hazardous conditions originally developed during the June 1998 meetings. This 
shows that the process applied was rigorous and did a good job of identifying the unique 
hazardous conditions. 

Later phases of the safety analysis process for WFD discovered another hazardous 
condition that may have the potential to affect the facility worker (see Item ID# WFD-42a-001). 
This hazardous condition is a potential personnel exposure to waste that is present in abovegrade 
portions of the diluent system and diluent transfer lines. A postulated cause of this hazardous 
condition is a diluent system pump failure that allows waste to gravity flow into the abovegrade 
piping. No release of waste or diluent is assumed to occur as part of this hazardous condition. 

This item has been added to the WFD hazard analysis database and brings the total number 
of WFD hazardous conditions to 353. This specific hazardous condition is not shown in 
Table C-1, however, because it was not developed as part of the initial raw hazards information. 
It is however, included in Table (2-5, "Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant 
Facility Worker Consequences." Controls will be allocated for these 353 hazardous conditions, 
as appropriate. 

In February 2000, the scope of the original hazard analysis was broadened to include 
additional tanks. The tanks that were evaluated are discussed in Section 1.2. To evaluate each of 
these additional tanks with respect to the existing hazard analysis results, each tank was reviewed 
by the hazard analysis team to see if there were distinct differences (positive or negative) over 
the results previously recorded. The results of this evaluation are presented in Appendix C, 
Table C-2. Issues noted during this review are discussed later in this document (see Section 3.2). 

The following sections describe the hazards evaluation raw data table structure 
(Table C-I), information recording details, and process node descriptions. 

2-2 
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2.2 HAZOP TABLE STRUCTURE 

The raw data HazOp table (Appendix C, Table C-1) was structured to ensure a systematic 
and thorough evaluation of the potential hazards. Table C-1 includes the following information: 

Item ID#: The item identification (ID) number that is used to record a unique identifier for the 
hazardous condition. 

Node: Specific point in the system or process where the deviation from the desired condition of 
a process variable is evaluated. Nodes are chosen to ensure that every area where an 
undesirable condition could occur is evaluated. See Appendix A for a description of the 
nodes used in this analysis. 

Description: A description of the node being evaluated. 

Process Parameter: The characteristics of a process, such as flow, pressure, or temperature, 
which are used to define proper operation. Process parameters, guide 
words, and deviations are listed in Table 2-1. 

Deviation: Words that describe the variance in the process variable of concern such as high, 
low, more, or less. A complete summary of variables and guide words is given in 
Table 2-1. 

Possible Causes (or Cause): The causes of the deviation that leads to the hazardous condition. 
Identifying causes is important to identifying potential preventive 
or mitigative controls or features for significant hazardous 
conditions as well as potential consequences. In many cases, 
multiple hardware or operational faults are required to produce a 
hazardous condition. This column identifies the sequence of 
hardware and operational faults required to produce the postulated 
hazardous condition. 

Consequences: The potential consequences that could result from the postulated deviation. 

Existing Controls: This column provides a listing of the existing safety structures, systems, or 
components (SSCs) and Technical Safety Requirements (TSRs) that may 
currently be in place to either prevent or mitigate the consequences 
described for the potential deviation. No attempt is made to provide an 
exhaustive list. The items contained in this column should not be construed 
as being the “official” controls that may eventually be credited in the AB for 
this hazardous condition. 

Potential Controls: This column provides a listing of potential engineered or administrative 
controls that may be able to prevent or mitigate the consequences described 
for the potential deviation. No attempt is made to provide an exhaustive 
list. The items contained in this column should not be construed as being 
the “official” controls that may eventually be credited in the AB for this 
hazardous condition. 

2-3 
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Cons Rank Consequence Rank - The consequence rank is a code designator for the level of 
consequence associated with a hazardous condition. The consequence ranking is a 
"first cut", qualitative estimate of the safety severity of the consequences assuming 
no controls are present. The following system is used: 

SO 

S 1 

Negligible safety concerns for the facility worker. 

Potential industrial injury, low radiological or chemical exposure dose 
consequences to the facility worker. 

Potential significant radiological dose consequences or chemical exposure to 
onsite workers located outside the facility. 

Potential significant radiological dose consequences or chemical exposure to 
the offsite population. 

S2 

S3 

Freq Rank: Frequency Rank - The frequency rank is a "first cut," qualitative estimate of the 
likelihood of the hazardous condition assuming no controls are present. The 
following system is used: 

F3 

F2 

F1 

FO 

Events that are expected to occur one or more times during the lifetime of 
the facility, categorized as "anticipated" events. The frequency range 
associated with this category is lE-O2/yr to O.l/yr. 

Events that could occur during the lifetime of the facility, but with low 
probability. Such events are categorized as "unlikely" and fall in the range 
of lE-O4/yr to lE-O2/yr. 

Events not expected to occur during the lifetime of the facility, categorized 
as "extremely unlikely." The frequency range associated with this category 
is lE-O6/yr to lE-O4/yr. 

Events categorized as "beyond extremely unlikely," with a frequency less 
than lE-O6/yr. Events in this category (such as meteor strike) are so 
unlikely they generally do not require special controls. 

2-5 
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Env Rank Environmental Rank - The environmental consequence ranking is a "first cut, 
"qualitative estimate of the environmental severity of the hazardous condition 
assuming no controls are present. The following system is used: 

EO No significant environmental effect outside the facility confinement 
systems. 

Limited environmental discharge of hazardous material outside the 
facility. 

Large environmental discharge of hazardous material within the plant site 
boundary. 

Significant environmental discharges of hazardous material outside the 
plant site boundary. 

El 

E2 

E3 

Remarks: Miscellaneous observations or clarifying comments for a given item. 

Nomenclatures used in Appendix C, Tables C-3, C-4, C-5, and C-6 are consistent with 
the preceding descriptions. 

The following additional nomenclatures are used in Table C-7, Appendix C: 

a Rep Ace - Representative Accident -An alphdnumeric code used to specify the 
analyzed FSAR accident by which the specified Hazardous Condition is 
represented. Only Hazardous Conditions with high Safety Consequence (S2 or 
S3) are assigned representative accidents. 

Hazardous Condition - Hardware failures, operational faults, or conditions that 
could result in undesired consequences due to WFD operations and activities. 

0 

e Prev SSC - SSCs from the analyzed accident in the AB, determined by this 
hazards analysis and the WFD control decision process2 to apply to the hazardous 
condition, that provide a preventive function. 

Prev TSR - TSRs from the analyzed accident in the AB, determined by this 
hazards analysis and the WFD control decision process3 to apply to the hazardous 
condition, that provide a preventive function. 

Mit SSC - SSCs from the analyzed accident in the AB, determined by this 
hazards analysis and the WFD control decision process4 to apply to the hazardous 
condition, that provide a mitigative function. 

e 

e 

The controls applied to the hazardous conditions shown in Table C-7 reflect the control decision process for Waste 
Feed Delivery that was conducted in December 1999. While the controls shown are considered to be firm, the 
report documenting the control decision process for WFD is still in the process of being finalized. Therefore, the 
controls shown in Table C-7 should not be considered the "ofiicial" controls. ' Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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0 Mit TSR - TSRs from the analyzed accident in the AB, determined by this 
hazards analysis and the WFD control decision process' to apply to the hazardous 
condition, that provide a mitigative function. 

Control Memo -Information provided to understand the source of the controls 
shown. 

0 

The following additional nomenclatures derived from HNF-SD-WM-TI-764, Hazard 
Analysis Database Report, have been used in Appendix B, Table B-8: 

0 BIN - A code that describes the release attributes for high Safety Consequence 
(S2 and S3) and Worker Hazard (Sl) with anticipated frequency (F3) Hazardous 
Conditions. 

0 Cause Grp - Cause Group - An alphdnumeric code used to permit sorting of 
data by the cause of a Hazardous Condition. 

Material at Risk - A description of the type and quantity (when applicable) of 
material that may be affected by the occurrence of a Hazardous Condition. 

0 

2.3 MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS 

The specific assumptions, as developed during the hazards identification /evaluation team 
meetings, that are unique to this hazard analysis are: 

This hazard analysis does not address criticality issues regarding WFD. Criticality will 
be addressed in a WFD-specific Criticality Safety Evaluation Report. 

Assumptions specific to the deviation identified in the raw data are included in the 
"Remarks" column of Table C-1. 

Tank 241-SY-101, even though it is included as part of the Phase 1B retrieval mission, 
was specifically not evaluated because this tank is still the subject of an open USQ. 
This tank can be addressed for WFD at a later date by specifically looking at any 
differences (e.g., new hazards) that may exist over what has already been analyzed in 
this document. 

' Ibid. 
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3.0 EVALUATION 

This document is not part of the AB and is not a vehicle for requesting authorization of 
any activities. It is only intended to identify and categorize hazardous conditions that might 
result in the uncontrolled release of radiological and toxicological material during WFD 
operations and activities. The information contained in this report and the subsequent control 
decisions will be used to develop input to an amendment of the TWRS AB to authorize WFD 
operations and activities. Information from this hazard evaluation will also be incorporated into 
the existing FSAR database for more complete coverage of Tank Farm facility hazardous 
conditions. This hazard evaluation does not constitute an accident analysis. 

3.1 EVALUATION OF HAZARD ANALYSIS INFORMATION 

A total of 353 unique hazardous conditions were identified as a result of the hazard 
analysis process. These are shown in Table C-1 of Appendix C. These conditions were found to 
represent the hazards associated with the scope of WFD, Phase I (see Section 1.2). 

Hazardous conditions with a consequence rank of S2 or S3 are assigned representative 
accidents. A review of the data presented in Table C-1 showed that there were 344 S2 and S3 
consequence events. These were grouped according to 1 1 existing representative accidents. 

Flammable Gas Deflagrations - DST (Rep Acc 04) 
HEPA Filter Failure - Exposure to High Temperature or Pressure (Rep Acc 06) 
Organic Salt-Nitrate Reaction (Rep Acc 09) 
Spray Leak in Structure or from Overground Waste Transfer Lines (Rep Acc 15) 
Spray Leak from Underground Waste Transfer Lines (Rep Acc 16) 
Caustic Spray Leak (Rep Acc 17) 
Tank Bump (Rep Acc 1 SA) 
Subsurface Leak Resulting in Pool (Rep Acc 21) 
Mixing of Incompatible Material - Toxic Vapor Generation (Rep Acc 23) 
Surface Leak Resulting in Pool (Rep Acc 26) 
Subsurface Leak Remaining Subsurface (Rep Acc 29) 

Tables C-3, C-4, C-5 of Appendix C present hazardous conditions grouped by 
consequence ranking (S3, S2, and Sl). No hazardous conditions were assigned the SO 
consequence category. These tables contain the Item ID#, Hazardous Conditions, Cause, 
Frequency Rank (Freq Rank), and Environmental Consequence Rank (Env Rank). 

Ofthe 353 hazardous conditions, 147 were assigned S3 consequences (Table C-3), 197 
were assigned S2 consequences (Table C-4), nine (9) were assigned S1 consequences (Table 
C-5). Of the nine (9) hazardous conditions assigned S1 consequences, eight (8) were shown to 
be strictly occupational hazards (OCC). These hazardous conditions (Le., OCCs) are addressed 
by lower level procedures and controls such as the TWRS Health and Safety Plan. These 
hazardous conditions are presented in Table (2-6. 

Table C-7 of Appendix C presents the controls (safety SSCs and TSRs) that were selected 
as part of the WFD Control Decision Meetings held in December 1999. The controls shown in 
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this table are still in the finalization process and should not be construed as the approved set of 
controls for the hazardous conditions. Designation of the final and approved set of controls is 
outside the scope of this report. Table C-7 contains the Rep Acc, Item ID, Hazardous 
Conditions, Cause, Prev SSC, Mit SSC, Prev TSR, Mit TSR, Control Memo, Cons Rank, and 
Freq Rank. 

Table C-8 of Appendix C, presents the S2 and S3 category hazardous conditions grouped 
under the applicable FSAR accident analysis section. This table contains the BIN, Item ID, 
Material at Risk, Hazardous Conditions, Cause, Freq Rank, Cons Rank, Cause Grp, and 
Rep Acc. This table is intended to provide objective evidence whether a hazardous condition can 
be represented by an existing Representative Accident6. If a hazardous condition cannot be 
represented by an existing Representative Accident, then further analysis may be required to 
determine if a new Analyzed Accident needs to be developed. 

In this hazard analysis, all S2 and S3 hazardous conditions can be represented by the 
following existing Representative/Analyzed Accidents (in order of FSAR appearance): 

FSAR Section 3.3.2.4.2, HEPA Filter Failure - Exposure to High Temperature or 
Pressure 
FSAR Section 3.3.2.4.7, Subsurface Leak Remaining Subsurface 
FSAR Section 3.3.2.4.9, Caustic Spray Leak 
FSAR Section 3.3.2.4.1 1, Mixing of Incompatible Material - Toxic Vapor Generation 
FSAR Section 3.4.2.2, Flammable Gas Deflagrations 
FSAR Section 3.4.2.6, Organic Salt-Nitrate Reaction 
FSAR Section 3.4.2.7, Surface Leak Resulting in Pool 
FSAR Section 3.4.2.8, Subsurface Leak Resulting in Pool 
FSAR Section 3.4.2.9, Spray Leak in Structure orfrom Overground Waste Transfer 
Lines (includes Spray Leak from Underground Waste Transfer Lines) 
FSAR Section 3.4.2.1 1, Tank Bump 

The Representative Accident descriptions, with section titles from the FSAR accident 
analyses, are also shown in Table C-8. 

3.2 ISSUES NOTED DURING FEBRUARY 2000 HAZARDS ANALYSIS MEETING 

The results of the hazard analysis meeting held in February 2000 are presented in 
Table (2-2. No new or unique hazardous conditions were discovered. Nonetheless, some 
important issues were discussed and noted. 

A number of potential operational concerns were identified. These included the presence 
of large foreign objects in the tanks that may impede mixing operations (WFDSY 102-6), and the 
ability of high shear strength (e.g., thick or solid) waste to bind and/or fail mixer pumps and 

The accident analysis performed for Waste Feed Delivery confirmed that all S2 and S3 hazardous conditions could 6 

be grouped according to the Representative Accidents shown here. For details of the accident analysis performed 
see RF'P-5070, Analysis of Waste Leak and Spray Release Accidents From Waste Feed Delivery System Transfers, 
RPP-5097, Analysis of Ventilation System Accidents for Waste Feed Delivery Operations, and RPP-509 8, Analysis 
of Waste Leak and Toxic Chemical Release AccidentsJiom Waste Feed Delivery (WFD) Diluent System. 
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transfer pumps (WFDAWlO3-2). These conditions were similar to conditions identified during 
the original hazards activities and are being considered in the operational plans of Project 
w-211. 

Other conditions related to on-going safety analyses included: 

Potential criticality issues due to high concentrations and quantities of transuranic 
wastes being moved and stored (WFDAW103-I). 

The presence of higher concentrations of solids being transferred from the 200 West 
Area to the 200 East Area via the slurry line (WFDSYl02-2). This issue is currently 
being evaluated as part of the safety analysis supporting WFD. 

The potential for a higher (than currently evaluated) waste transfer pressure by using 
the slurry and booster pumps associated with the Replacement Cross-Site Transfer 
System (RCSTS) (WFDSY102-3). This issue is currently being evaluated as part of 
the safety analysis supporting WFD. 

One additional issue was raised regarding the incremental lowering of a mixer pump into 
Tank 241-AW-103 (WFDAWl03-3). Mixing of the tank waste may be accomplished by 
inserting the mixer pump in stages and operating for short periods at each stage. This would 
promote a gradual mixing of thick waste with a high shear strength and guard against premature 
mixer pump failure. After reviewing this issue against the previously documented hazard 
analyses of in-tank equipment installation, operation, and removal (WHC-SD-WM-TI-759, 
Hazard Evaluations for the Tank Waste Remediation System Final Safety Analysis Report), it is 
judged that this issue is already adequately addressed in the TWRS FSAR. Specific hazardous 
conditions identified, that could be extended to include this WFD issue, are (by Item ID): 
ITK-01, ITK-04, ITK-05, ITK-07, ITK-08, ITK-09, and ITK-I 1. These hazardous conditions 
are shown in Table 3-1. 

Appendix C, Table C-2 includes additional items that were considered during the February 
2000 hazards analysis session. 
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Table 3-1. Existing Hazardous Conditions Addressing Incremental Mixer Pump Lowering 
Operations. 

Item ID# 

ITK-01 

ITK-04 

ITK-05 

ITK-07 

ITK-08 

ITK-09 

ITK-I I 

Hazardous Condition 

Radioactive and/or hazardous material release from 
point of in-lank access ("on-fire, non-explosion) due to 
intrusive activity 

Rclcax ofradioacti\c andlor harardms material from 
point 01 in.lank access (non-fire, non-cxplosion) due IO 
earthquakc or high uind with open a i m s  

Releax of radioactive and/or hazardous material from 
point of in-tank access (non-fire, non-explosion) due to 
intrusive activity 

Radioactive andlor hazardous material rclcasc from 
tank below grade (non-fire, non-explosion) due to 
intrusive activity 

Rclrav of radioactive malcrial from in-tank fire or 
explosion due 10 intrusne a;twq (dome collapse) 

Releasc of radioactive material from in-tank fire or 
explosion due to intmsive activity (dome collapse) 

Release of radioactive material from intank fire or 
explosion due to intrusive aclivity (dame collapse) 

1 Safety 
Rank Cause 

Chemicallthemal reaction of materials in 
equipmentlwaste 

SI 

Seismic event or high wind when access open S I  I 
I s2 

Tank burps from intmsive activity 

Dropped equipmcnl in tank from human error 
or equipment failures (also see crane 
operations)%Penetration of tank with line%- 
force, high pressure, or rotational equipment 
fmm human error or equipment failure 

S I  

Exothermic reaction of incompatible materials 
in tank 

S3 

Failure to bond components or incorrect 
bonding 

Lighlning, range fire, or seismic event ignites 
tank vapors 

Freq 
Rank 

F2 

F3 

F2 

F3 

F3 

F3 

- 
F2 
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The hazard evaluation for Waste Feed Delivery identified 353 hazardous conditions. 
Of these hazardous conditions, 344 were assigned either S2 or S3 consequences. It was found 
that all 344 hazardous conditions could be grouped according to eleven (1 1) existing TWRS 
FSAR accidents. These accidents are: 

0 

b 

0 

0 

0 

Flammable Gas Deflagrations - DST (Rep Acc 04) 
HEPA Filter Failure - Exposure to High Temperature or Pressure (Rep Acc 06) 
Organic Salt-Nitrate Reaction (Rep Acc 09) 
Spray Leak in Structure or from Overground Waste Transfer Lines (Rep Acc 15) 
Spray Leak from Underground Waste Transfer Lines (Rep Acc 16) 
Caustic Spray Leak (Rep Acc 17) 
Tank Bump (Rep Acc 1 SA) 
Subsurface Leak Resulting in Pool (Rep Acc 21) 
Mixing of Incompatible Material - Toxic Vapor Generation (Rep Acc 23) 
Surface Leak Resulting in Pool (Rep Acc 26) 
Subsurface Leak Remaining Subsurface (Rep Acc 29) 

Controls that were developed as part of the control decision process for WFD have been 
allocated to each hazardous condition, as shown in Table C-7. The control allocation provided in 
this document is for informational purposes only and should not be considered the final or 
"official" set of controls for these hazardous conditions. The selection of controls is in the 
process of being finalized and will be documented in a separate report. 
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Appendix A 

Definition of Waste Feed Envelopes and Node Scheme 
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Envelope “A” 

Envelope “A” consists of wastes contained in tanks 241-AN-103,241-AN-104,241-AN-105, and 
241-AW-101. A listing and description of the Process Steps for Envelope “A” tanks follows. 

PROCESS STEP 
Degas Feed 

Settle Solids 

Decant Supernate 

DESCRIPTION 
Degas the waste in the feed source tank using an in-tank mixer pump. 
For degassing, the mixer pump must stir the settled solids adequately 
to release gas bubbles retained in the waste but gently enough to avoid 
episodic gas releases and minimize resuspension of settled solids. The 
degassing operation will be monitored in a similar manner to 
degassing operations in tank 241-101-SY. Waste degassing is 
assumed to require 30 days of mixer pump operation. 
Shut down the Mixer pump, and allow any solids suspended during 
the Degas mixing to settle out of the supernatant. Settling time will be 
based on lab testing and experience with previous tanks. Settling is 
assumed to 30 days. 
Decant (transfer) supernate from the source tank to the Intermediate 
Waste Feed Staging Tanks (IWFSTs) 241-AP-102 and 241-AP-104, 
with diluent addition at the transfer pump inlet. Diluent is injected 
only at the rate necessary to avoid solids formation resulting from 
waste cooling during the transfer, and to meet waste transfer and 
receipt composition requirements. Supernate from the source tank 
will be split approximately equally between the IWFSTs. Solids 
content of the waste being transferred will be monitored using a 
turbidity meter or some other in- line instrument. The transfer will be 
stopped when the solids content reaches a predefined limit, indicating 
that the supemate/settled solids interface in the source tank has been 
reached. The transfer pump will be equipped with a variable inlet, 
adjustable from the maximum tank operating level to within 10 inches 
of the tank bottom. The pump inlet height will be adjustable while 
pumping, and will be controlled to minimize entrainment and pickup 
Df solids in the decanted liquid. The transfer pump will have in-line 
iiluent addition capability, to allow for addition of water, or aqueous 
solutions of NaOH, NaNO3, and/or NaN02. The diluent addition 
system will have a capacity adequate to provide a 111 dilution ratio (1 
part by volume diluent per 1 part by volume undiluted supernate). The 
transfer pump will not be used during mixer pump operation and it 
will be designed so that it will not be damaged by mixer pump 
)peration. The current concept is to equip the transfer pump with a 
oad-sensing winch mechanism to eliminate the whipping action 
ipplied to the transfer pump during operation of a mixer pump. The 
ransfer system will be instrumented for flow, pressure, density, 
kxosity, and turbidity, as well as with appropriate motor control 
nstrumentation. 
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PROCESS STEP 
A diluent addition 
system will be used to 
provide chemical 
adjustment of the waste 
with aqueous solutions 
of NaOH, ?”O3, and 
NaN02. The diluent 
addition system will be 
capable of delivering 
solutions directly to the 
tanks, and to the in-line 
dilution systems. Add 
Diluent to Source Tank 
Mix Feed 

Take Process Control 
Samples 
Analyze Process 
Control Samples 
Evaluate Sample Data 

Perform Feed 
Adjustment cost 
Evaluation & Obtain 
DOE Approval 
Adjust Feed 

Mix Feed 

Settle Solids 

Decant Supernate 

Mix Feed in the 
[WFSTs 

Take Process Control 
Samples 
Analvze Process 
control Samples 
Evaluate Sample Data 

DESCRIPTION 
Add diluent to the slurry left in the feed source tank to dissolve more 
solids. The volume and concentration of the added diluent will be 
determined by a laboratory-scale process test for each tank. Diluent 
will be added to tanks through a nozzle in a tank riser, and will be 
dumped into the vapor space. 

Mix the tank contents using the mixer pump until the soluble solids 
dissolve. This activity is assumed to take 1 week. 
(This steD was considered an activitv covered bv the BIO. and was not 
evaluated in this HazOp). 
(This step was considered an operation outside the scope of this 
HazOp, &d was not evaluated). 
(This step was considered an operation outside the scope of this 
HazOp, and was not evaluated). 
(This step was considered an operation outside the scope of this 
HazOp, and was not evaluated). 

Adjust the feed by adding more diluent or shimming chemicals, or 
blending with supernate from other source tanks as approved by DOE. 
Mix the source tank contents using the mixer pump. This activity is 
assumed to take 7 days. 
Shut down the mixer pump and allow insoluble solids to settle. The 
solids are assumed to be dense and at a relatively low concentration 
(5-10 volume% settled) with a fast settling rate. This step is assumed 
to require 7 days. 
Decant (transfer) the “new” supernate to the IWFSTs. This operation 
is a repeat of the Decant (transfer) step described above. If the diluent 
added above was selected correctly, this transfer should not require 
in-line dilution. 
A mixer pump is used to mix the supernate in each IWFST. This step 
should be relatively quick, requiring only a few hours to a few days of 
mixing. This step is assumed to require 7 days. 
(This step was considered an activity covered by the BIO, and was not 
evaluated in this HazOp). 
(This step was considered an operation outside the scope of this 
HazOp, and was not evaluated). 
(This steu was considered an operation outside the scoue of this 
HazOp, A d  was not evaluatedj. 
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PROCESS STEP 
Perform Feed 
Adjustment cost 
Evaluation & Obtain 
DOE Approval 
Adjust. Staged Feed 

Mix Feed in the 
IWFSTs 

Sample Staged Feed 

Provide Samples to 
Private Contractor 
Analyze Samples 

Interpret Sample 
Results and Prepare 
Feed Batch 
Qualification Report 
Deliver Feed to Private 
Contractor 
NOTE - As the process 

DESCRIPTION 
(This step was considered an operation outside the scope of this 
HazOp, and was not evaluated). 

Adjust the staged feed by shimming, blending, or restaging as 
approved by DOE. If after adjustment there is sufficient confidence 
that the staged feed will be within specification, the process may 
proceed. If the staged feed does not meet specifications, however, it 
must be re-mixed and re-analyzed as within specification before 
proceeding. 
A mixer pump is used to mix the supernate in each IWFST. This step 
should be relatively auick. reauirine onlv a few hours to a few daw of . .  I .  

mixing. This step is assumed to require 7 days. 
(This step was considered to be an operation outside the scope of this 
HazOp, &d was not evaluated). 
(This step was considered to be an operation outside the scope of this 
HazOp, and was not evaluated). 
(This steD was considered to be an oDeration outside the scoDe of this 
HazOp, and was not evaluated). 
(This step was considered to be an operation outside the scope of this 
HazOp, and was not evaluated). 

Decant (transfer) the supernate from the IWFSTs to the Private 
Contractor’s feed tank(;), 241-AP-106 or 241-AP-108. 
:ps are mostly identical for all Waste Feed Envelopes, the remaining 

Envelopes will have only the process steps listed, unless characteristics of a particular Envelope 
require differences in a particular Process step. 
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Envelope “B” 

Waste Feed Envelope “B” waste consists of the initial supernate decanted from Waste Feed 
Envelope “D” tanks to tank 241-AY-101. Process steps for Waste Feed Envelope “B” are as 
follows: Decant Supernate, Mix Feed in the IWFSTs, Take Process Control Samples, Analyze 
Process Control Samples, Evaluate Sample Data, Perform Feed Adjustment cost Evaluation & 
Obtain DOE Approval, Adjust Staged Feed, Mix Feed in the IWFSTs, Sample Staged Feed, 
Provide Samples to Private Contractor, Analyze Sample, Interpret Sample Results and Prepare 
Feed Batch Qualification Report, Provide Feed Batch Qualification Report to Private Contractor, 
Deliver Feed. 
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Envelope “C” 

Waste Feed Envelope “C” waste in 241-AN Tank Farm consists of Complex Concentrate in 
tanks 241-AN-102 and 241-AN-107. Tank 241-AN-106 will be used to store concentrated waste 
from future 242-A Evaporator runs, therefore its’ waste designation is currently unknown. The 
supernate is the targeted waste in all of these tanks. No mixer pump will be used. 

Process steps for Waste Feed Envelope “C” are as follows: 

PROCESS STEP 
Decant Supernate 

DESCRIPTION 
This decant (transfer) is identical to previous 
transfers, save for the following: it is 
anticipated that a fixed inlet transfer pump will 
be used with the inlet placed about 10 inches 
above the sludge level in each tank, and the 
diluent addition system will be used to add 
0.65 parts by volume diluent per 1 part by 
volume undiluted swernate. 

Envelope “C” Process steps continue with: Mix Feed in the IWFSTs, Take Process Control 
Samples, Analyze Process Control Samples, Evaluate Sample Data, Perform Feed Adjustment 
Cost Evaluation & Obtain DOE Approval, Adjust Staged Feed, Mix Feed in the IWFSTs, 
Sample Staged Feed, Provide Samples to Private Contractor, Analyze Sample, Interpret Sample 
Results and Prepare Feed Batch Qualification Report, Provide Feed Batch Qualification Report 
to Private Contractor, Deliver Feed to private Contractor. 

The retrieval scenario for tanks 241-SY-101 and 241-SY-103 (which are also considered part of 
Waste Feed Envelope C) have not been developed in sufficient detail and therefore were not 
included in this hazards evaluation. 
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Envelope “D” 

Waste Feed Envelope “D” consists of High-Level Waste (HLW) solids contained in tanks 
241-AZ-101,241-AZ-102, and 241-AY-102. Initial supernate from these tanks will be pumped 
to tank 241-AY-101 to become Waste Feed Envelope “B”. 

Process steps for Waste Feed Envelope “ D  are as follows: 

PROCESS STEP 
Decant Supernate 

Add Sludge Wash 
Solution 

Mix Feed 

Take Process Control 
Samples 

Analyze Process Control 
Samples 
Evaluate Sample Data 

Settle Solids 

Decant Supernate 

Adjust Feed 

DESCRIPTION 
Supernate from tank 241-AZ 101 will be transferred to tank 
241-AY-101. A portion of the supernate from tank 241-AZ-102 will 
be transferred to 241-AY-101 to top off the tank, the remainder of 
241-AZ-102 supernate will be transferred to tank 241-AN-104. 
Supernate from tank 241-AY-102 will be transferred to tank 
241-AN-105. The diluent addition system will be used to add 1 part 
by volume diluent per 1 part by volume undiluted supernate. 
Sludge wash solution will be added to the slurry in the HLW feed 
source tank. The wash solution (0.lmolar NaOH, 0.Olmolar 
NaN02) is added in a 1 : 1 dilution ratio with the settled solids 
volume. Wash solutions will be added through a nozzle in a tank 
riser and will dump into the vapor space. Alternatively, an 
“enhanced” sludge washing may be performed: NaOH and NaN02 
will be added to bring the waste to O.lmolarNaOH, 0.Olmolar 
NaN02, then the washing will be enhanced by heating the slurry 
within the tank. 
Tank contents will be mixed using a mixer pump until soluble solids 
dissolve. This step is assumed to require five days. 
Process Control samples will be taken immediately after the mixer 
pump is shut down. This step was considered to be an activity 
covered by the BIO, and was not evaluated in this HazOp. 
(This step was considered to be an operation outside the scope of 
this HazOp, and was not evaluated). 
(This step was considered to be an operation outside the scope of 
this HazOp, and was not evaluated). 
After the mixer pumps are shut down to allow process control 
sampling, the solids are allowed to settle prior to further processing. 
Progress of settling will be monitored using ultrasonic interface level 
analyzers and/or gamma profiles in drywells. Settling is assumed to 
require 30 days. 
Decant (transfer) the supernate wash solution to the appropriate 
storage DST: The supernate from tanks 241-AZ-101,241-AZ-102, 
and 241-AY-102 are transferred to tanks 241-AW-105,241-AN-105 
and 241-AN-105 respectively. 
Performed only if required, and if approved by DOE. See above. 
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DESCRIPTION 
An inhibited-water solution is added to the HLW feed tank to dilute 
the solids below the maximum slurry concentration of 100 g/L waste 
oxides, and to meet other waste transfer requirements. Due to tank 
space limitations in tank 241-AY-102, additional transfer solution 
may need to be added in-line during the transfer. 
Feed tanks’ contents are simultaneously mixed using a mixer pump, 
and transferred directly to the private vitrification contractor’s 
facility (not to tanks 241-AP-106 or 241-AP-108). 
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Waste Feed Delivery Nodes from 1 

Node 
LIA 

LIB 

LlC 

LID 

LIE 

LIF 

LlG 

L1H 

LII 

LIJ 

LlK 

LlL 

Descriotion 
In-tank mixer pump operation 

Settling of solids after mixer pump operation 

Pump transfer (with diluent addition) to 102 
and 104AP 

Add diluent in preparation of dissolution of 
the sludge remaining after first decant 

Mix sludge and added diluent using mixer 
Pump 

Adjust contents of tank as necessary by 
adding additional water, shimming chemicals 
or supernate from other tank sources 

Mix adjusted feed using mixer pump 

Settling of solids after mixer pump operation 

Pump transfer (with diluent addition) to 102 
and 104AP 

Waste feed tanks residuals as-left condition 

Mix supemate in 102 and 104AP using mixer 
pump to prepare for process control sampling 
Adjust contents of 102 and 104AP as 
necessary by adding additional water, 
shimming chemicals, or supernate from other 
tank sources 

iginal HazOp. 
Notes 

Envelop A, Batch 1, Source Tanks: 
103-AN. 104-AN. 105-AN. 
101-AW 

_- 
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Waste Feed Delivery Nodes from 1 

Node 
LIM 

LIN 

L10 

LIP 

L2A 

L2B 

L2C 

L2D 

L2E 

L2F 

L2G 

L2H 

L2A 

L4A 

L4B 

L4C 

Description 
Mix supernate in 102 and 104AP using mixer 
pump to prepare for turnover sampling 
Settling of solids after mixer pump operation 

Pump transfer of supernate from 102 and 
104AP to 106 or 108AP 
102 and 104AP residuals as-left condition 

Pump transfer of source tank supernate to 102 
and 104AP 

source tank feed residuals 

In-tank mixer pump operation in 102 and 
104AP 

Adjust contents of 102 and 104AP as 
necessary by adding additional water, 
shimming chemicals, or supernate from other 
tank sources 
In-tank mixer pump operation in 102 and . - -  
104AP 

Settling of solids in 102 and 104AP after 
mixer pump operation 

Pump transfer of waste from 102 and 104AP 
to contractor 

102 and 104AP residuals 

Pump transfer of source tank supernate to 102 
and 104AP 

Pump transfer of initial supernate from HLW 
feed tanks to lOlAY (which becomes the 
Envelope B feed) 
Add sludge wash solutioddiluent to HLW 
feed tanks 
Mix HLW feed tanks using mixer pumps 

iginal HazOp. 
Notes 

_- 
Feed Envelope B, Batch 1,Source 
Tank: 101-AY 

Envelope C, Batch 1, Source Tank: 
102-AN, 106-AN, 107-AN (same 
as nodes in Envelope B) 
Envelope D, Batch 1, Source 
Tanks: 102-AY, lOI-AZ, 102-A2 
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L4J 

L4K 

Notes 

shutting down mixer pump 
Settle HLW feed tanks _ _  

L4D 

I 

Pump transfer of HLW feed tank supernate to I -- 

Sample HLW feed tank immediately after _ _  

Adjust HLW feed tanks’ composition _ _  
Add transfer solution to dilute slurry in HLW 
feed tanks 

-- 

Simultaneously mix and transfer (with diluent 
addition) HLW feed tanks’ contents directly 

A-10 
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HLW feed tanks’ residuals -- 
WHAT IF: aging waste is transferred to 
non-aging waste tanks, which are not 
equipped to deal with the excess heat load of 
the aging waste material? 

_ _  
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Appendix B 

Team Member Resumes 
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Hazard Analysis Team Biographical Information 

James W. Ficklin, Plant Engineer - Twenty-one years of maintenance experience in the nuclear 
industry. The last seven years have been in the Maintenance Program Integration group 
at Tank Farms. Former Plant Maintenance Manager at the 100-N Reactor and at the K 
Basins Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Facility. Intimately familiar with new construction, 
reliability-centered maintenance, as well as preventive, predictive, and corrective 
maintenance. Have authored administrative and technical procedures, preventive 
maintenance data sheets, and have supported development of several WFD documents 
such as the O&M Concept, RAM Analysis, etc. 

Thomas G. Goetz, - B.S. Physics. Over 21 years of experience at commercial and DOE nuclear 
facilities with the last 8 years focused primarily on safety analysis and licensing support 
at Savannah River and Hanford. Served as Licensing Engineer for numerous tasks 
including Project W-058, (Replacement Cross-Site Transfer System), Rotary Mode Core 
Sampling, and FSAR Phase 1 Implementation. Primary author of BIOESAR Addendum 
2 (Replacement Cross-Site Transfer System) and Addendum 5 (Reconciliation of Rotary 
Mode Core Sampling) and other safety documents including calculation notes, 
engineering studies, and licensing strategy documents. 

David M. Hammond, B.S. Nuclear Engineering. More than 14 years of nuclear experience 
including testing of Naval Nuclear Reactor Systems and DOE Safety Analysis. Mr. 
Hammond is currently employed in the Nuclear Safety & Licensing group of TWRS 
Technical Operations and Engineering. He has been providing Safety Analysis support at 
Hanford and Savannah River Site for nine years. His experience includes development 
and technical review of Safety Analysis Reports for Savannah River Site and Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratories and development and technical review of supporting 
safety analysis documentation including Preliminary Hazards Analyses, Hazards 
Assessment Documents, and Engineering Calculations. 

Edward M. Nordauist - B.S. Mechanical Engineering. Nineteen years construction experience as 
both project engineer and project manager plus five years as a piping/HVAC support 
engineer. Author of numerous documents at Hanford for the support contractors to 
support project activities from beginning to the end. These include functional design 
criteria, conceptual design reports, construction specifications and drawings, acceptance 
test procedures and reports, acceptance for beneficial use, and official acceptance of 
construction. As project manager, worked as single point of contact with DOE on project 
activities. 

Curt Rieck - B.S. Construction Management, B.A. Business Administration. Eighteen years 
experience in the management of approximately twenty nuclear-related construction 
projects, including existing facility upgrades and new facilities. 
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Grant W. Rvan, PE - B.S. Physics, B.S. Nuclear Engineering, PE Mechanical Engineering. Nine 
years experience in nuclear facility safety analysis and general engineering support. 
Author of numerous documents at Hanford to support safe operations. These have 
included operating and alarm response procedures, safety analysis reports (TWRS BIO, 
TWRS FSAR), calculation notes, topical reports, and engineering studies. 

Milton V. Shultz, Jr. - B.S. Nuclear Engineering Technology. Facilitator for the PHA. More 
than twenty-four years experience in a broad range of engineering and technical 
assignments at the Hanford Site. Experience includes leading PHAs and HAZOPs for a 
variety of TWRS projects, including several for the TWRS FSAR and BIO efforts, 
contributor to the hazards analysis work for the TWRS BIO. Has performed independent 
Nuclear Safety evaluations of reactor plant design and operation at Hanford's N Reactor. 

William L. Willis, - B. S. Chemical Engineering. Ten years experience at Hanford, 2 at 
PUREXN03 Plant, 6 at Spent Nuclear Fuels Project, 2 in tank farms waste feed 
delivery. Have authored or co-authored numerous documents at Hanford to support safe 
operations, environmental permitting, and operational readiness. These include 
evaluation of continued use of the U-14 Ditch, U03 Plant Shutdown plan, Radionuclide 
inventory of the K-Basins, Notices of Construction for Spent Nuclear Fuel project 
facilities, Summary Description Document for the Readiness to Proceed with Tank Farms 
Privatization, Tank Farm Assessments of AN, AP, AW, AY, and AZ tank farms, and 
Alternative Generation and Analysis for specific tank farm issues. 

Other team members in attendance were A1 Erhart, Del Scott, and Katie White. 
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Table C-3. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Offsite Consequences (S3). 
(7 Sh 

WFD-01a-017 

WFD-01a-022 

WFD-0 I a425 

WFD-01a-028 

WFD-O2a-004 

WFD-02a-008 

WFD-02ad09 

WFD-02a-012 

WFD-O2b-004 

WFD-02b-007 

WFD03ad02 

WFD-O3aM)3 

WFD-03a-006 

WFD-03a-007 

WFD-03a-01 I 

WFD-03a-012 

WFD-03a-015 

WFD03a-016 

,. 

ignition of flammablc gas in the hcad space of DS 1 
during planned mixer pump operation to degas waste 
Release of serosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned mixer pump operation to degas waste 
Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned mixer pump operation to degas waste 
Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space ofDST 
during planned mixer pump operation to degas waste 
Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
durina Dlanned mixer DumD oxration to d e w  waste _. . . .  - 
Release of tank wasv to soil and atmosphere from an 
underground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 

p 
aboveground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
linc 
Rcleaw of tank naste to soil and atmosphere fmm an 
undcrground spra) IC& from a failcd (ncu) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to atmosphere from M 

aboveground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Release of lank waste to soil and/or atmosphere from a 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned mixer pump operation to degas waste 
Rclcasc ofacrosolizcd wasv to atmosphcrc doc to 
tgtitwn of flammabk gas in the head space of DS r 
during planncd scnling ofdcgasscd USIC 

Release of tank waste to soil and atmosphere fmm M 
inderground spmy leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
inc 
7elease of tank waste to atmosphere from M 
ibovegmund spray leak fmm a failed (existing) transfer 
ine 
7elease oftank waste to soil and atmosphere from M 

inderground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
<clcasc of lank waste to aunosphcrc from an 
lbovcground spray IC& from a failcd (new) transfer linc 
Zelease oftank waste to soil and atmosphere fmm M 

inderground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
inc 
<elcast of tank waste to atmosphere fmm an 
ibovegmund spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
ine 
Zelease of tank waste to soil and atmosphere fmm M 

inderground spray leak fmm a failed (new) transfer line 
tclcnsc of tank uaste to atmosphrre from M 
hvegmund spray lcak fmm a failcd (ncu) uanrfcr lme 

3s) 

theoretically expected (Ignition source 
assumed present) 

I I 
Mixer pump operation too aggrcrsivc FI E3 
(Ignition SOU~CC asrumcd prc\cnt) 

Waste mixing is more efficient than F1 E3 
expected (Ignition source assumed 
present) 
Solids settle in tank less quickly than F2 E3 
anticipated causing a plugged line that 
leads to mechanical failure ofthe 
transfer line 
Solids settle in tvlk less quickly than FO E3 
anticipated 

Solids settle in tank less quickly than F2 E3 
anticipated 

I I 
Solids settle in tank less quickly than F2 E3 
anticipated 
Solids settle in tank lcss quickly than FI E3 
anticipated causing a plugged line which 
results in mechanical failure of the 
transfer line 

Higher than expected gas generation rate FI E3 
(Ignition source assumed present) 

Solids trap greater than expected amount F2 E3 
of gas during in tank settling (Ignition 
source assumed present) 
Pluggindfreezing of diluent line FO E3 

Plugginglfreezing of diluent line FO E3 

Plugginglfreezing of diluent line F2 E3 

Plugginglfreezing of diluent line F2 E3 

I I 
Equipment malfunction in startup of FO E3 
diluent addition 

Equipment malfunction in startup of 

diluent addition 

diluent addition 
F2 

TC3-1 
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Table C-3. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Offsite Consequences (S3). 

WFD03a42I 

WFD-03a-024 

WFD-03a-025 

WFD-03a-029 

WFD-03a-030 

WFD03a-033 

WFD-03a-034 

WFD03a-038 

WFD-038-039 

WFD03a-042 

WFD-03a-043 

WFO-03a-065 

WFD-03a-066 

WFD-03a-069 

WFD-03a-070 

WFD-03a-085 

WFD-03a-090 

WFD-03a-091 

WFD-03a-094 

WFD03a-095 

WFD-03a-098 

I I I 
Release of tank waste to atmosphere fmm an Restriction in diluent line FO E3 
aboveground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 

I I I 
Rclcast of tank uasv lo soil and atmosphere fmm an Kcslriclim in dilucni line F2 E3 
undrrground spray leak from a failed (neu) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to atmosphere from an Restriction in diluent line F2 E3 
aboveground spray leak fmm a failed (new) transfer line 
Release of tank was= to soil and atmosphere from an Decision lo minimize diluent addition to FO E3 
underground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer a particular transfer 
line 

I I I 
Release oftank waste to atmosphere fmm an Decision to minimize diluent addition to FO E3 
aboveground spray leak fmm a failed (existing) transfer 
line 

a particular transfer 

Release of tank waste to soil and atmosphere from an 
underground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Release oftank waste to soil and atmosphere from an 
underground spray leak fmm a failed (new) transfer line 

Decision to minimize diluent addition lo F2 E3 
a panicular transfer 
Decision to minimize diluent addition to F2 E3 
a pmicular transfer 

1 -  I I 
RClCasc oftmk uaste to atmosphcrc fmm a spray leak 
due to mcchanical failures and mirmuting 

h m a n  ermr. failure offlush lme valves F3 E3 
AND pressure suitchcs resuIL\ in ~ ~ S C R C .  

1 flow of waste into diluent system I I I 
I I 

Release of lank waste to soil and atmosphere from an 
underground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 

Mislabeled chemical used for supply of FO E3 
diluent, human error 

~~~~. 

Release of tank waste to atmosphere from M 
aboveground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 
Release oftank waste to soil and atmosphere from an 
underground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Relcasc of tank waste to atmosphere from an 
aboveground spray leak fmm a failed (new) transfer line 

Mislabeled chemical used for supply of FO E3 
diluent, human enor 

Mislabeled chemical used for supply of F2 E3 
diluent, human enor 
Mislabeled chemical used for supply of F2 E3 
diluenr human error 

I I I 
Relcasc of aerosolizcd waste to atmosphcre due to Mislabcicd chemical used forsuppl) of +I E3 
ignition of flammable gas in Ihc head rpacc of DST 
during planned nastc trantler (uith d h m t  addition) 

dilucnt, human enor (Ignition ~ o u m  
assumed prcseni) 

TC3-2 
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Table C-3. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Offsite Consequences (S3). 

WFD-03c-01 I 

WFD43c-014 

WFD-03c-015 

WFD43d-007 

WFD-03d-009 

WFD-03d-010 

WFD-03d-013 

WFD43d-014 

WFD-03d-017 

WFD-03d-021 

WFD-03d-022 

WFD43d-026 

WFD-O3d-033 

WFD-03d-034 

WFD-03d-037 

klFD43d-038 

WFD-03d-041 

WFD43d-044 

WFD-03d-045 

WFD-03d-MS 

WFD43d-049 

(7 Shi 

> . . .  .. .. , . .  
Rrlcase of tank waste to soil and almorphcrc from M 
underground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 
Release of tank waste to atmosphere from an 
aboveground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 
Rclcav oftank naste to soil and aunosphtic from M 
underground spra) leak from a failed (new) uansfer line 

Release oftank waste to atmosphere from M 
aboveground spray leak fmm a failed (new) transfer line 
Release oftank waste to atmosphere from a spray leak 
due 10 mismuting 
Release of tank waste 10 soil and atmosphere from an 
underground spray leak from a failed (exisling) transfer 
line 

aboveground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 
Release of tank waste to soil and atmosphere from an 
underground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

aboveground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned waste transfer (with diluent addition) 
Release oftank waste to soil and atmosphere from an 
underground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 
Release oftank waste to atmosphere from an 
aboveground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 
Release oftank waste IC soil and atmosphere from an 
underground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
kcleasc of tank waste to atmosphere from M 
aboveground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Release oftank waste to soil and atmosphere from an 
underground spray leak frm a failed (existing) transfer 
line 

p 

p 

Release of tnnk waste to atmosphere from an 
abovcground spray leak from a failed (exisling) transfer 
line 
Release of tank waste to soil and atmo,phcrc fmm an 
underground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to atmosphere from M 
aboveground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Release of tank waste to atmosphere from a spray leak 
from a failed transfer line 
Release oftank waste to soil and atmosphere fmm an 
underground spra) leak from a failcd (cxirring) uansfer 
line 
Release of tank waste to atmosphere from an 
abaveground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 

underground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Release of tank waste to atmosphere from an 
abovewound smay leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

p 

I I  than supemate 

I I 
Transfer piping at lower temperature I FO I E3 
lhan supemate 

Transfer piping at lower temperature F2 E3 
than supemate 
Transfer piping at lower temperahlre F2 E3 
than supernale 
Mismuting into a struchlre leads to F3 E3 
overkilling structure 
Equipment malfunction FO E3 

Equipment malfunction 

Equipment malfunction 

I I 
Equipment malfunction F2 E3 

Equipment malfunction (Ignition source FI E3 
assumed present) 

Inwnect transfer pump speed setting FO E3 

lnwmct  transfer pump speed selting FO E3 

Incorrect transfer pump speed setting F2 E3 

Incorrect transfer pump speed selting F2 E3 

Small transfer line leak FO E3 

Small transfer line leak FO E3 

Small transfer line leak F2 E3 

Small transfer line leak F2 E3 

Small transfer line leak FO E3 

'Transfer line valve failureshismuting FO E3 

T T -  FO 7 

~ 

Transfer line valve failuredmismuting FZW 

Transfer line valve failureslmisrouting F2 E3 

TC3-3 
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Table C-3. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Offsite Consequences (S3). 
(7 Sheets) 

I I I 
WFD03d-057 Rcleasc of tank uastc to soil and atmosphere fmm an 

underground spra) leak from B failed (existing) transfcr 
line 

Line pluggage leading to deadheading of 
the pump 

FO 

I I I 
WFD-03d-OS8 Releare of tank waste to atmosphere from an 

aboveground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 

Line pluggage leading lo deadheading o f  
lhe pump 

FO 

WFDd3d-096 Rclea~c oftank uastc to atmosphere from an Wartc rheology not as expected FO 
abovcgmund spray leak fmm a fwlcd (existing) transfer 
line 

Rclcasc oftank w a r t  to soil and atmosphere fmm an 
underground spray leak fmm a failcd (new) transfer line 

abovcgmund spray leak from a fwlcd (new) umsfcr line 

underground spra) leak from a failed (cxivting) transfcr 
line 

abovcground spra) leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
lint 

TC3-4 

WFD-03d-099 FZ 

WFD.03d-100 Rcleasc of lank wartc to atmosphere from an Waste rheology not ar cxpcctcd F2 

WFD-OM-IO3 FO 

Wartc rhcology not as expected 

Relcaw of tank wastc to soil and aunosphcre fmm an Waste rheology not ar cxpcctcd 

WFD-03d-104 Rclcasc oftank to atmosphere fmrn an Waste rheolog) not as exprrtcd FO 
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Table C-3. Hazardous Conditions With Potential1 
(7 Shi 

WFD-03d-108 

WFD03e-015 

WFD-03edl9 

WFD-03f-M 

WFD-03f-007 

WFD-03f-010 

t7mami- 

WFD-04a-001 

WFD04a-014 

v7FimmT 

WFD04a-028 

'WFD-09a-066 

WFD09a-069 

WFD-09a-70 

WFD-09b-013 

WFD09c-052 

WFD-IOa-001 

WFD-I Oa-002 

underground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Release oftank waste to atmosphere from an 
aboveground spray leak &om a failed (new) transfer line 
Release of tank waste to atmosphere from a spray leak 
due to mirmuting 

Release of tank waste to atmosphere from a spray leak 
from a failed transfer line 
Release of tank waste lo soil and atmosphere from an 
underground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 

aboveground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 
Releasc oftank waste to soil and atmosphere fmm an 
underground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

p 

p 
aboveground spray leak &om a failed (new) transfer line 

Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere 
due to runaway chemical reactions caused by 
concentration of heat-generating solids in sludge layer 
left unattended for an extended time 

ignition of flammable gas in the head space ofDST 
during planned waste transfer (with diluent addition) 
Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned wasle transfer (with diluent addition) 
Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due lo 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned waste transfer (with diluent addition) 

due to runaway chemical reactions caused by addition of 
an excess quantity of diluent, causing runaway chemical 
reactions 
Release of tank waste to the atmosphere from an 
aboveground spray leak hom a failed (existing) transfer 
line 
Release of tank waste to soil and atmosphere from an 
undemound spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

p 

p 

Rclcasc oftank waste to aunosphcre from M 
aboveground spra) leak from B failed (new) transfer line 

Releasc oftank waste to soil and atmosphere from an 
aboveground spray leak fmm a failed (existing) transfer 
line 
Release of tank waste to atmosphere from a spray leak 
d w  to misrouting 

Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere 
due to runaway chemical reactions caused by 
concentration of heat-generating solids in sludge layer 
lefl unattended for an extended time 
Release ofaerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere 
d w  to tank bump caused by addition of liquid to 
overheated concentration of heat-generating solids in 
sludge layer Iefl unattended for an extended time 

TC3-5 

Significant Offsite Consequences (S3). 
ts) 

Waste rheology not as expected 

Misrouting caused by human error or 
mechanical malfunction that results in 
the structure overfilling with tank waste 
Transfer line leak 

Pusihlc dissolution of prc, iourl) 
unidentified wlidr in receiving lank 
(e&, phosphate ring) 
Possible dissolution of previously 
unidentified solids in receiving tank 
(e&, phosphate ring) 
Possible dissolution of previously 
unidentified solids in receiving tank 
(e&, phosphate ring) 

unidentified solids in receiving tank 
(e.&, phosphate ring) 
Decision made to add no diluent to tank 
(results in dry waste heel) 

Incorrect caustic batch composition 
(Ignition source assumed present) 

Insufficient volume of caustic (Ignition 
source assumed present) 

Excess volume of caustic (Ignition 
source assumed present) 

Excess volume of caustic leads to 
unexpected chemical reactions in tank 
Waste 

Decision to minimize diluent addition to 
a particular transfer 

Decision to minimize diluent addition to 
a particular transfer 
becision to minimize diluent addition to 
a particular transfer 
Transfer piping at lower temperature 
than supemate 

Transfer line valve failuredinisrouting 
that leads lo line plug&g and results in 
mechanical line failure 
Evaporation in as-lefl source tank 
residuals leading to residue of unstable 
material afler sitting for many years 

Evaporation in as-lefl source tank 
residuals leading to residue of unstable 
material after sitting for many years 

F2 E3 

F3 E3 

FO E3 

FO E3 

FO E3 

F2 E3 

F2 E3 

F2 E3 

F1 E3 

FI E3 

FI E3 

FI E3 

FO E3 

F2 E3 

F2 E3 

FO E3 

F3 E3 

F3 E3 

F2 E3 
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Table C-3. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Offsite Consequences (S3). 

. . . - . _ _  . . . 

WFD-I 5b-039 

WFO-17a-095 

WFD-I 7c-0 I7 

WFD-17c-052 

WFD-17c-073 

WFD- I9a-M 

WFD-19a-017 

WFD-I9a-022 

WFD19a-025 

WFD-19a-028 

WFD2Oa-014 

WFD-20a-017 

WFD-20a-023 

WFD-22b-004 

WFD-ZZb-QQ7 

WFD-13a-098 

WFD-23c-017 

WFD-23c-058 

WFD-26a-012 

(7 Sh, 

due to Nnaway chemical reactions caused by 
cancentration of heat-generating solids in sludge layei 
Iefl unauended for M extended time 
Release of tank waste to soil and atmosphere from an 
aboveground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 
Release of tank waste to atmosphere from M 

aboveground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned transfer of waste 
Release oftank was@ to atmosphere from a spray leak 
from a failed transfer line 
Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned waste transfer 
Releax of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned mixer pump operation 
Releax of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned mixer pump operation 
Releax of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned mixer pump operation 
Release of asrosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned mixer pump operation 
Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned mixer pump operation 
Release ofaerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned addition of shimming chemicals 
Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned addition of shimming chemicals 
Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space ofDST 
during planned addition of shimming chemicals 
Releax of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned sealing of solids 
Release of aerosolized uask to aunurphcrc duc to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned sellling of waste 
Releasc of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned wauc transfer 
Releax of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned waste transfer 
Release of lank waste to soil and atmosphere from an 
underground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 
Releax oftank waste to soil and atmosphere h m  an 
aboveground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 

TC3-6 

:ts) 

Incorrect transfer pump speed selting FO E3 

Mislabeled chemical used for supply of F2 E3 
diluent, human error 

Equipment malfunction (Ignition source FI E3 
assumed present) 

Transfer line valve failureslmisrouting F3 E3 

Pump speed sening loa high (Ignition FI E3 
source assumed present) 

I I 
Surface crust prcvcnls gas passage F1 K3 
(Ignition source aswmcd prcrent) 

C N S ~  is semi-permeable (Ignition source FI E3 
assumed present) 

More gas retained in waste than F1 E3 
theoretically expected (Ignition source 
assumed present) 
Mixer pump operation too aggressive FI E3 
(Ignition source assumed present) 

Waste mixing is more efficient than FI E3 
expected (Ignition source assumed 
present) 

I I 
Inumect caustic batch wmposition FI  E3 
(Ignition Iource assumed present) 

Inruffdent volume of caustic (Ignition FI E3 
source assumed present) 

Excess volume of diluent (Ignition FI E3 
source assumed present) 

Higher than expected gas generation rate FI E3 
(Ignition source assumed present) 

Solids trap greater than expected amount F2 E3 
of gas during in Lank sellling (Ignition 
source assumed present) 
Mislabeled chemical used for supply of FI E3 
diluent, human error (Ignition source 
assumed present) 

I I 
Equipment malfunction (Ignition source FI E3 
assumed present) 

I 
Line pluggage leading to deadheading of FO E3 
the pump 

Equipment malfunction in starlup of FO E3 
diluent addition 
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Table C-3. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Offsite Consequences (S3). 

WFD-26c-073 

WFD-26c-002 

WFD-29a-001 

WFD-29a-032 

WFDJ I b-004 

WFD-32s-094 

WFD-35d-007 

WFD-35d-052 

WFD-35d-082 

WFD;ISd-Ug7 

WFD-35d-090 

WFD-35d-091 

WFD-35f-0 I 5  

NFD-IOb-004 

NFD-IIa-091 

YFD41d-022 

NFD-4 Id-08 I 

NFD-I 1 d-087 

due to mechanical failures andmismuting 
Release of acmsolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned waste transfer 
Release of tank uaslc to atmosphere from a spray le& 
due lo mcchanical failures and rnlsmuling 

Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere 
due to maway chmisal reactions caused by 
concenmtion of heal-generating solids in sludge layer 
left unattended for an extended time 
Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned addition of shimming chemicals 
Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to 
ignition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
during planned settling of waste 
Release of tank waste to soil and atmosphere fmm an 
underground spray leak from B failed (new) transfer line 
Release oftank waste to atmosphere fmm a spray leak 
due to mechanical failures and mismuting 

Release of tank waste to soil and atmosphere fmm a 
spray leak ofwaste 
Release of tank waste to soil and atmosphere fmm an 
underground spray leak from a failed (new) transfer line . .  . ,  
Release oftank waste to atmosphere from an 
aboveground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
line 

Release of tank waste to soil from M underground spray 
leak fmm a failed (new) transfer line 
Rclcase oftank waste to soil frum an aboveground spra) 
leak from a failed (neu) transfer line 

Release of& waste to soil and atmosphere fmm a 
‘pray leak of waste 

Llease of aerosolized wmte to atmosphere due to 
gnition of flammable gas in the head space of DST 
luring planned mixer pump operation 
leelease of tank waste to atmosphere from M 
iboveground spray leak fmm a failed (existing) transfer 
inc 
Ielease oftank waste to atmosphere fmm an 
ibovegmund spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
ine 
<elease oftank waste to soil from an underground spray 
eak from a failed (new) transfer line 
<elease of tank waste to soil and atmosphere from an 
inderground spray leak from a failed (existing) transfer 
ine 

--I 

. . . .. ” .. . 
Transfer linc vaibe failurcs.misrouting 

Pump speed setting too high (Ignition 
source assumed present) 

Mismuting caused by human error or 
mechanical malfunction that results in 
the structure overfilling with tank waste 
and pmcudes a leak 
Decision made to add no diluent to tank 

Mislakled chemical used for supply of 
diluenr human error (Ignition source 
assumed present) 
lligher lhan cxpectcd gas gencralion raic 
(Ignilwn source assumed present) 

Mislabeled chemical used for supply of 
diluent, human enor 
Misrouting resuits in the structure over 
filling with tank waste and produces a 
leak 
Transfer line valve faiiuredmismuting 

Pump speed sctting too high 

Waste rheology not as expected which 
causes mechanical failure ofthe transfer 
line due to increased erosion ofthe 
transfer line walls 
Waste rheology not as expected 

Waste rheology not as expected which 
causes mechanical failure afthe transfer 
line due to increased erosion ofthe 
hnsfer line walls 
Mismuting caused by human cnor or 
mcchanical malfunction that mulu in 
be  structure over killing and procudes a 
leak 
lligher than cxpecled gas gcncration raic 
llgnitiun source assurncd prcrcnt) 

Ulslabclcd chcmical used for supply of 
Nucnt. human enor 

nwmct  transfer pump speed setting 

’ump speed setting too high 

Naste rheology not as expected 

F3 

FI 
- 

- 
F3 

- 
F2 

- 
FI 

- 
FI 

- 
F2 

F3 
- 

- 
F3 

- 
F2 

FZ 

- 
F2 

F2 
- 

- 
F3 

- 
FI 

- 
FO 

- 
FO 

- 
F2 

FO 
- 

E3 

- 
E3 

- 
E3 

- 
E3 

- 
E3 

- 
E3 

- 
E3 

- 
E3 

- 
E3 

E3 
- 
- 

E3 

- 
E3 

- 
E3 

- 
E3 

- 
E3 

- 
E3 

- 
E3 

- 
E3 

E3 
- 
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Table (2-4. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Onsite Consequences (S2). 

WFD-0 I b-002 

WFD-01b-003 

WFDalb-004 

WFDOIb-005 

WFD-01b-006 

WFDOlb-007 

WFD-01b-008 

WFD-01b-009 

WFD-OI b-010 

WFD-Olb-OII 

WFD-0 I b-012 

WFD-Olb-013 

WFD-01b-014 

WFD02c-003 

WFD-02c-W 

WFD-03a-074 

WFD-03a-076 

( 10 Sheets) 

to waste heating during extended mixer pump operation 
which causes a tank bump 

Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to waste heating during extended mixer pump operation 
which causes runaway chemical reactions 
Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to waste heating during normal mixer pump operation 
which causes a tank bump 
Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to waste heating during normal mixer pump operation 
which causes runaway chemical reactions 
Rclease of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to tank bump caused by overheating of waste from mixer 
pump operation with inadequate primary ventilation flow 
Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere dut 
to NIIaWay chemical reactions caused by overheating of 
waste from mixer pump operation with inadequate primary 
ventilation flow 
Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to tank bump caused by overheating of waste from mixer 
pump operation with no primary ventilation flow 
Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to runaway chemical reactions caused by overheating of 
waste from mixer pump operation with no primary 
ventilation flow 
Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to tank bump caused by overheating ofwaste from mixer 
pump operation with inadequate annulus ventilation flow 
Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to runaway chemical reactions caused by overheating of 
waste from mixer pump operation with inadequate annulus 
ventilation flow 
Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmospherc due 
to tank bump caused by Overheating ofwaste from mixer 
pump operation with no annulus ventilation flow 
Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to runaway chemical reactions caused by overheating of 
waste from mixer pump operation with no annulus 
ventilation flow 
Release of aerosolized waste from DST to mosphere due 
to waste heating during normal mixer pump operation 
which causes atank bump 
Release of aerosolized uaste from DST to atmosphere due 
to waste heating dunng normal mixer pump operation 
which causes runaway chemical reactions 
Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to waste heating which causes a tank bump 
Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to waste heating which causes runaway chemical remions 

Release of tank waste to the soil due to a pool leak due to a 
misrouting 

Release oftank waste to the soil due to a p o l  leak due to a 
misrouting 

r~ . . 
significant heat to tank waste and 
results in bump afier mixer pump 
shutdown I 

I 
Extended mixer pump operalion FI 
increased heat load in tank 

Chemical reactions FI 

Chemical reactions created as a result 
of increasing waste temperaNre 
through mixer pump operation 
Inadequate primary ventilation flow FI 

FI 

Inadequate primary ventilation flow to 
remove heat generated by mixer pump 
operation 

Failure of primary ventilation system 

F1 

FI 

Failure of primary ventilation system 
results in head build up from operating 
mixer pump 

Inadequate annulus ventilation flow FI 

FI 

Inadequate annulus ventilation flow to 
remove head generated by mixer pump 
operator 

Failure ofannulus ventilation system FI 

FI 

Failure of annulus ventilation system 
results in build up from operating 
mixer pump 

Waste solids congregate in dead zones 

FI 

FI 

Waste solids congregate in dead zones 
resulting in head build.up 

Insulating factor due to fluffing greater 
than expected 
Insulating factor due to fluffing greater 
than expected resulting in increased 
tank waste temperatures 
Equipment malfunction during diluent FI 
addition leads to overfilling of waste 
tank 

Proceduralhuman error during diluent FI 
addition leads to overfilling ofwaste 
tank 

FI 

FI 

FI 
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Table (2-4. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Onsite Consequences (S2). 
(10 Sheets) 

WFD-28b-009 

WFD-28b-011 

WFDOla-007 

WFD-01a-019 

WFD-01a-027 

~~ 

Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due Inadequate annulus ventilation flow F1 El 

Release of scrosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due Failure ofannulus ventilation system F1 E l  

' 
to a tank bump caused by overheating ofwaste from mixer 
pump operation with inadequate annulus ventilation flow 

to a tank bump caused by overheating ofwaste from mixer 
pump operation with no annulus ventilation flow 
Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due IO an 
unacccptable GRE leading to a failure of DST confinement 

Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to an 
unacceptable GRE leading to a failure of DST confinement 

Surface cmst prevents gas passage 
leading to GRE pressurizing headspacc 
(no ignition source assumed present) 
More gas retained in waste than 
theoretically expected resulting in GRE 
pressurization headspace (no ignition 
source assumed present) 
Mixer pump operation loo aggressive F2 E2 
resulting in ORE pressurizing 
headspace (no ignition source assumed 
Llre%"tl 

F2 E2 

F2 E2 

Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to an 
unacceptable GRE leading to a failure of DST confinement 

WFDOl a430 Rclcasc ofacrosolizcd wastc to atmosphcre duc IO an Waste mixing is morc dlicicnt than F2 E2 
unacccptablc GRE leading to a failure of D W  confinrmcnt cxpccted resulting m more gas 

cvulution than expected (no ignition 
sourcc assume prewnt) 

anticipated 

anticipated causing a plugged Iinc 

WFD-02a006 Rclcaw oftank waste to soil from an underground pool Solids scttlc in mk less qulckl) than 1.3 112 
lcak from a failed (existing) uansfcr linc 

lcak from a failcd (cxisting) transfer linc 
IVFD-02a-007 ReIcw o f m k  ~ a s t c  to soil from an aboveground pool Solids scttlc in tank Icss quickly than F3 E2 

which results in m&hanical failure of I the transfer line 
WFD-02a-010 Release of t v k  waste to soil from an underground pwl Solids settle in tank ICES quickly than F3 E2 

WFD-OZb-006 Release ofscrosolized waste to atmosphere due to an Higher than expected gas generation FI E2 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

unacceptable GRE leading to a failure of DST confinement 

anticipated 

rate results in ORE leading to 
headspace pressurization (no ignition 
source assumed present) 

amount ofgas during in tank settling 
HFD-OZb-009 Release of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to an Solids trap greater than expected F2 E2 

unacceptable GRE leading la a failure of DST confinement 
resulting in ORE prcrsuriring I headspace (no ignition source present) 

I I 
HFD-03a-008 Release of tank waste to soil from an underground pool Plugginglfreezing ofdiluent line F3 E2 

leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

TC4-2 
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Table C-4. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Onsite Consequences (S2). 

WFD-03a-013 

WFD-03a-014 

WFD-03a-017 

WFD-03a-018 

WFD-03a-022 

WFD03a-023 

WFD-03a-026 

WFD-03a-027 

WFD-03a-03 I 

WFD-03a-032 

WFD-03a-035 

WFD-03a-036 

WFD-03a-040 

WFD-03a-041 

WFD03a-044 

WFD-03a-045 

WFD03a-053 

WFD-03a-067 

WFD-03a-068 

ee 

leak from a failcd (ncu) transfer line 

Releasc oftank waste to soil from M underground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from M aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release o f  tank waste to soil from M underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) WMSfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from M aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Releasc of tank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release o f  tank waste to soil from M abovearound mol 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from M underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Rclcax of tank uasle IO soil from M abovcground pool 
leak from a failed (mu) transfer lane 

Release of tank w a t e  to aunosphcrc from an underground 
p w l  leak from a failcd (existing) transfer lane 

Release o f  tank waste to soil from M aboveground pool 
leak fmm B failed (existing) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from M underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release o f  tank waste to soil from M aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Releasc of tank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (existind transfer line -. 
Rclcasc of tank uasle to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Rclcasc of lank wasle to soil from M underground pool 
lcak from a failcd (new) transfer linc 
Releasc oftank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from M underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release o f p k  waste to soil from a failed (existing) 
ransfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from a failed (existing) 
ransfer line 

mechanical failure of transfer line 1 I 
I I 

Equipment malfunction in startup o f  F3 E2 
diluent addition 

diluent addition causes line to plug that 
leads to mechanical failure ofthe 

diluent addition causes line to plug that 
leads to mechanical failure ofthe 

amechanical failure to the 

particular transfer causes line to plug 
that leads to mechanical failure ofthe 
transfer line 

r causes m e  0 p u g  
mechanical failure of the 

I I 
Zquipment malfunction in startup of F3 E2 
liluent addition 

Iecision to minimize diluent addition 

o a particular transfer causes the line 
o plug that leads to mechanical failure 
If the transfer line 

TC4-3 
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Table C-4. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Onsite Consequences (S2). 

WFD-03a-072 

WFD-03a-086 

WFD-03a-087 

WFD-03a-097 

WFD03a-097 

WFD-03aa96 

WFD-03a-097 

WFD-03a-100 

WFD-03a-IO1 

WFD-03a-103 

WFD-03c-012 

WFD-03c-013 

WFD-03c-016 

WFD-03c-011 

WFD-03d-006 

WFD-03d-011 

WFD-O3d-012 

WFD-03d-015 

WFD-03d-016 

Release o f  tank waste to soil from a failed (new) transfer 
line 

Release of Tank Waste to the soil fmm the Diluent 
Addition system due to failure ofvalves and pressure 
switches in the diluent addition 9ystem flush line while the 
transfer pump is operating 
Release of tank waste to atmosphere from a spray leak 
from a diluent addition system 

Release oftank waste to soil from M underground pool 
leak of waste from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil fmm M aboveground pool 
leak ofwaste from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from M underground p w l  
leak of waste from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil fmm an aboveground pool 
leak ofwaste from a failed (new) transfer line 

Rclease of acrorolilrd nastc to aunosphcrc duc to M 
unacwplahle GRE leading to a failurc of  DST confinemm 

Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to chemical reactions caused by addition ofan incorrect 
diluent solution, leading to waste heating which causes a 
tank bump 

Release of toxic vapors from diluent system due to damage 
fmm unexpected chemical reactions 

Releasc oftank waste to soil fmm an underground p w l  
leak fmm a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release o f  tank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from M underground p w l  
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil fmm M aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from a pool leak ofwaste 

Release of tank waste to soil from an underground p w l  
leak fmm a failed (existing) transfer line 

Releasc oftank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak fmm a failed (existing) transfer line 

Rclcasc of  tank waste to soil fmm an undcrgmund pool 
lcak fmm a failcd (ncn) transCur lint 

Release oftank waste to soil from M aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

to a paniculsr transfer 

Decision to minimize diluent addition 
to a paicular transfer causes the line 
to plug that leads to mechanical failure 
o f  the transfer line 

Human error 

Siphon caused by elevation differences 
when providing transfer flush from 
AN, AY, or AZ Farms to A W  Farm 

chemical reactions resulting in GRE 

I I 
Equipmcnt malfunction causus line to F3 E2 
plug that Itads to mechanical lailurc 

TC4-4 
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Table C-4. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Onsite Consequences (S2). 

WFD-03d-023 

WFD-03d-024 

Release of tank waste to soil fmm an underground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak tiom B failed (existing) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak fmm a failed (new) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak fmm a failed (new) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak fmm a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak fmm a failed (new) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from a pool leak from a failed 
transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from an abovcgmund pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil fmm a pwl leak ofwaste 

Release of lank waste to soil fmm an underground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer linc 

Release oftank waste to soil fmm an aboveground pool 
leak fmm a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil fmm an underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

WFD-03d-027 

WFD-03d-028 

WFD-03d-035 

WFD-03d-036 

WFD-03d-039 

WFD-03d-040 

WFD-03d-042 

WFD-03d-046 

WFD-03d-047 

WFD-03d-050 

WFD-03d-051 

WFD-03d-053 

WFD-03d-059 

WFD-03d-060 

WFD-03d-063 

I 
WFD-OM-064 Rcleasc of tank waste to soil from an abovrgmund poul 

leak from a failed (ncw) transfcr ltnc 

WFD-03d-067 Relcasc oftank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (existingJ transfer line 

WFD-03d-068 I Rclcasc of tank waste to soil from an abovceround -I 
~ r~~~ I leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

WFD-03d-071 

WFD-03J-072 Release oftank uaite to so11 from an abovrgmund pa,l 
irak from a failed (new) transfer lm 

flow transfer allowing more gas 
buildup time in tank leading to GRE 
(no ignition source assumed present) 

F3 E2 lnwrrecl transfer pump speed setting 

lnwrrect transfer pump speed setting F3 E2 
causes line to plug that resulb in 
mechanical failure of the transfer line 

l nwmct  transfer pump speed setting F3 E2 

lnwrrect transfer pump speed retting F3 E2 
causes line to due that reepulb in 

~ - .  

plug and results in mechanical failure 
ofthe transfer line 

I I 
Small transfer line leak causes line to F3 E2 
plug and results in mechanical failure 
of the transfer line 

mechanical fahrc  o f  the tranifir line 

Small transfer linc IC& caum linc io F3 E2 
plug and results in mechanical failure 
of  the transfcr l int 

Transfer lint v a l w  failures/misrouting 1 3  E2 

lranrfer linc vahe tailurer.mirrouung 1.3 E2 
causes line to plug that results in 
mcchanical iallurc o f h c  transftr line 

Transfcr line vahe failurcslmivouting F3 E2 

Transfer linc valvc failurrslmirrouting F3 E2 
causes linc to plug that results in 
mcchanical failure ofthc transfer linc 

I I 
Transfer line valve failuredmismuting I F3 [ E2 

Line pluggage leading to deadheading F3 E2 
of the vumv . .  I I 
Line pluggage leading to deadheading F3 E2 
of thc pump and mcchanicd failurc of 
thc transfer linc 

I I 
Line pluggage leading to deadheading F3 E2 
of the pump 

Lint  pluggagc Icading to dcadhcading F3 E2 
ofthc pump and mcchanicd failure of 
thc transfer linc 

Valve closure 1:3 E2 

Valvc closure lcads 10 mcchanical F3 112 
failure ofthe transfer linc 

Valvc closure F3 E2 

Valvc slosure leads ti> mcchanical F3 E2 
failure ofthe tranrfcr line 

TC4-5 
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Table C-4. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Onsite Consequences (S2). 

WFD-03d-079 

WFD-03d-080 

WFD-03d-083 

WFD-03d-084 

WFD-03d-088 

WFD-03d-089 

WFD-03d-092 

WFD-03d-093 

WFD-03d-097 

WFD-03d-098 

WFD-03d-I 0 I 

WFD-03d-102 

WFD-03d-105 

WFD-03d-106 

WFD-03d-109 

WFD-O3d-I 10 

WFD-03e-012 

WFD-03c-014 

WFD-03e-018 

(10 Sh 
\ - ~  

unacccptablc GRE leading to a failure ofUST confinemmi 

Release of tank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 
Release of tank waste to ,oil from an abovegrmnd pool 
lcak from a failcd (cxirung) tranrfcr linc 

Release of tank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Release of tank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 
Release of tank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Release of tank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from M underground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil fmm M aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Release of tank waste to soil fmm M aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from M underground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 
Release of tank waste to soil fmm M aboveground pwI 
leak fmm a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from M underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Release of tank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer linc 

Release of tank waste to the soil due to a pool leak due to a 
mismuting 

Release of tank waste to soil from a pool leak of waste 

Release oftank waste to soil from a pool leak from a failed 
.ransfer line 

TC4-6 

:ts) . .. 

excessively fast transfer leading to a 
rapid decrease in hydrostatic head that 
creates GRE (no ignition source 
assumed present) 

mechanical failure of the transfer line 
due to increased erosion of the transfer 
line 

rncchanical failure ofthr transfer l in t  
duc to mcmawd erosion of thc transfer 
line 
Waste rheology not as expected 

Waste rheology not as expected which 
causes mechanical failure of the 
transfer line due to increased erosion of 
the transfer line 
Waste rheology not as expected 

Waste rheology not as expected which 
causes mechanical failure ofthe 
transfer line due to increased erosion of 
the transfer line 
Waste rheology not as expected 

Waste rheology not as expected which 
causes the line to plug and results 
mechanical failure ofthe transfer line 
Waste rheology not as expected 

Waste rheology not as expected which 
causes the line to plug and results 
mechanical failure of the transfer line 
Waste rheology not as expected 

Waste rheology not as Expected which 
causes mechanical line failure ofthe 
transfer line 
Waste rheology not as expected 

F3 

F3 

F3 

F3 

F3 

F3 

F3 

F3 

F3 

F3 

F3 

I 
Waste rheulog) not as expected which 
Causcs rncchanical line failure of Ihc 

F3 

r k s f e r  line 1 ~~ 

Misrouted dilueng mismatched diluent 
and pump flows, misrouting of 
simultaneous transfer or flush, 
inleakage leads to overfilling of waste 

Misrouting: Human error or 
mechanical malfunction 
Transfer line leak 

- 
E2 

- 
E2 

- 
E2 

- 
E2 

- 
E2 

- 
E2 

- 
E2 

- 
E2 

- 
E2 

E2 
- 

- 
E2 

E2 
- 

- 
E2 

- 
E2 

- 
E2 

- 
E2 

- 
E2 

- 
E2 

- 
E2 
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Table (2-4. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Onsite Consequences (S2). 

WFD03f-001 

WFD03f-008 

WFD-03f-009 

WFD-03f-012 

WFD-03f-013 

WFD04a-003 

WFD-04ad04 

WFD-04a-010 

WFD-04a-012 

WFD-04a-016 

WFD04a-019 

WFD04a-025 

WFD-04a-027 

WFD-04a-029 

WFD-06a-027 

WFD-06a-035 

(10 Sh ,-- 

misrouting 

Release of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to unexpected chemical reactions caused by exothermic 
reactions of transferred waste with unidentified materials 
in the intermediate waste feed storage tank, causing atank 
bump 

Release o f  tank waste to soil tiom an underground pool 
leak tiom a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil fmm an aboveground pool 
leak fmm a failed (existing) transfer line 

Releasc oftank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak tiom a failed (new) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to the soil due to a pool leak due to a 
misrouting 

Release o f  diluent to soil andfor atmosphere from a leak 
from the diluent addition system 

Releasc oftank waste to the soil due to a p o l  leak due to a 
misrouting 

Release of tank waste to the soil due to a pi leak due to a 
misrouting 

Rclcax oracrosolimd uaslc Ir) aunosphcrc Jut tu M 

unacccptablc GRE lading to a failure of D S l  wnfincmcnt 

Releax o f  aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to an 
unacceptable ORE leading to a failure of DST confinement 

Reieasc of aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to an 
unacceptable ORE leading to a failure of DST confinement 

Reieasc of aerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to chemical reactions caused by addition o f  an excess 
concentration of diluent, leading to waste heating which 
causes a tank bump 

Release oftank waste to atmosphere from a spray leak 
from a diluent addition system 

Relcape ofaerosolized waste from DST to atmosphere due 
to runaway chemical reactions caused by addition o f  an 
excess quantity of diluent, causing a tank bump 

Release o f  aerosolized waste to atmosphere due to an 
unacceptable GRE leading to a failure of DST confinement 

TC4-7 

flush, inleikagc, and an cxlcndcd 
transler duration c a u ~ s  overfilling 
intermediaV waslc feed tank 

unidcntiticd sold, m remving tank 
(c g , ph9sphae ring) 

I 
Possible dissolution of previously F3 
unidentified solids in receiving tank 
(e.&, phosphate ring) 

unidentified solids in receiving tank 
caused by increased temperature (e.g., 

unidentified solids in receiving tank 
(e.g., phosphate ring) 

unidentified solids in receivine tank - 
caused by increased temperaNre(e.g., 
phosphate ring) 

Misrouting o f  diluent resuits in F3 
overfilling designation tank 

Equipment malfunction: Pump failure F3 
causes diluent line to plug and freeze 
which causes the diluent line to break 

Human enor in diluenl system 
operation results in overfilling waste 
feed tank 

Equipment malfunction leads to F3 
overfilling waste tank 

Incorrect caustic batch composition F I  
results in chemical reactions leading to 
a GRE (no ignition source assumed 
present) 

Insufficient volume of caustic results in 
chemical reactions leading to aGRE 
(no ignition source assumed present) 

Excess volume o f  caustic results in 
chemical reactions leading to aGRE 
(no ignition source assumed present) 

F3 

F1 

F1 

I 
Exccsr volumc of  EBUSIIE results ~n 
chemlcal reactions lcading to tank 

FI 

I bump 

I 
Siphon cauaed by ticvation diNcrences 
hhen providing dilution lecd from AN, 
AY, or AZ Farms IO AW Farm 

F3 

:hemicai reactions leading to a tank 

:hemica1 reactions resulting in GRE 
:no ignition source assumed present) 
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Table C-4. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Onsite Consequences (S2). 

WFD-09a-050 

I 
WFD-09a-03 I Release o f  tank waste to soil from an undcrgruund pool 

lcak from a failcd (cristins) transfcr line 

Rclcase of tank &ask to soil from an ahovcground pol  
leak from a failed (existing) tranJfrr lint 

WFD-09a-072 

WFD-09b-018 

WFD-09~406 

WFD-09c-109 

WFD-12a-027 

WFD-ISe-012 

WFD-17a-022 

WFD-I 7a-03 I 

WFD17a467 

WFD-17a-068 

WFD-I 7a-07 I 

WFD-17a-072 

WFD-l7a-092 

WFD-17a-096 

WFD-17a-097 

WFD-I 7a-I 03 

WFD17cb06 

WFD-17c-0l1 

WFD-17c-042 

WFD-17c-068 

leak from a failed transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from a pool leak ofwaste due 
lo  mimutine 

I 
' Release of tank waste to soil from an underground pool 

leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release of erosolized waste to atmosphere due to an 
unacceptable GRE leading to a failure of DST confinement 

Release of tank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from an underground pool 
lcak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Releasc oftank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer linc 

Releasc of tank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

~ 

Release of tank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Releaw oftank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release o f  tank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Releasc of toxic vapors to atmosphere from diluent 
addition system due to unexpccted chemical reactions 

Rclcase oftank waste to soil from a pool leak ofwaste 

Rclcaw of tank naste to soil from an undcrgmund pool 
lcak from a failed (cxistingj transfcr linc 

Release oftank waste to soil from a pool leak from a failed 
transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

TC4-8 

. .  
dilucnt addition causes linc to plug an1 
resulu in mcchanical failure 

Decision IO not add dilucnl IO a 
PanlCUlaI lransfcr 
Equipmcnr malfunction in stanup of 
dilucnt addition causcs h e  to plug an, 
rcsulu in mechanical failure 

Decision to minimizc dilucnl addition 
10 a panicular transfcr 

Transfer piping at loncr temperalure 
than supemme 

Slisroaing 

Waslc rhcolog) nut as cxpccled 

EXXT)E volume of cau,tic creatcs 
chcmical reactions leading IO a CiRK 
(no ignition snurcc assumed pmcnl)  
Posslblc dissolution of prcviouily 
unidcnlified rolids in receiving tank 
(c.g. phosphate ring) 

Proceduralihuman error in  tanu up of 
dilucnt addillon 

Dccislon to not add d i l u m  to a 
panicular transfer cauxs linc to plug 
and rcsults in mcchanical l int failurc 

Decision tu minimix dilucnt addition 
IO a panicular transfer 

Dcciiion to minimizc dilucnt addition 
tn a panicular uansfcr causes linc to 
plug and resulls in mechanical linc 
failure 

Dcchiun to minimiLr dilucnt addition 
I" B panlfular uansrer 

Decision 10 minimizc dilwnt addition 
10 a panlcular transfcr causes linc to 
plug and results in mcchanical line 
failure 

Mislabeled chcmical urcd for suppl) 
Of dilucnt, human crror 

Mislabcled chcmical used for supply 
ofdilucnt, human ermr 

Mislahcled chcmical used for suppl) of 
diluent produces unchpecled chcmical 
rcactiuns that results in mcchanical line 
railurc 

Uislabclcd chemical used for supply 
If dilucnl. human error results in 
inexpected chemical reactions 

Uisrouting 

iquipmcnt malfunction 

;mall uanrfcr lint lcak 

Jahc . .  closure cauxs mechanical linc 
ailurc 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

FI E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 
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Table C-4. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Onsite Consequences (S2). 
(10 Shi 

transfer line 

Release of aerosolized waste from DSTto atmosphere due 
to unexpected chemical reactions caused by exothermic 
reffitions of transfemd waste with unidentified materials 
in the intermediate waste feed storage tank, causing a tank 
bump 

Release oftank waste to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak fmm a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to the soil due to a pool leak due to a 
mismuting 

Release oftank waste to the soil due to a pool leak due to a 
misrouting 

Release of tank waste to the soil due to a pool leak due to a 
mi s m u t i n g 

Release oftank waste to soil fmm M aboveground pool 
leak fmm a failed (existing) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from M aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

WFD-17f-001 

WFD17f-W8 

WFD2Oa-008 

WFD-20a-010 

WFD-20a-012 

WFD-23a-032 

WFD-2%-063 

WFD-23a-093 Rrlcase oftank ~ute  to soil from an aboveground pool 
leak hom a failed (exisling) transfer line 

I 
WFD-23c-006 Release oftank waste to the soil due to a pool leak due to a 

misrouting 

pool leak from a failed (existing) transfcr line 

leak fmm a failed (new) transfer line 

I 
WFD-23c-083 Rclrase oftank waste to soil and amarpherc fwm an 

undcrgmund pool Icak hom a failcd (mu) transrer line 

WFD-23f-01 Release ofaerosolilcd waste from DSTto atmosphere due 
to unexpected chemical reactions caused by exothermic 
reactions of transferred waste with unidentified materials 
in the contractor tank, causing a tank bump 

WFD-26a-OS0 Rclcase of tank waste to sod from un aboveground pwI 
leak fmm a failed (existing) lransfcr line 

WFD-26a-086 Release oftank waste to soil fmm a pool leak due to 
mechanical failures and misrouting 

Release of tank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak fmm a failed (new) transfer line 

Release oftank waste to soil fmm M aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 

Release of tank waste to soil from M aboveground pwl 
leak fmm a failed (existing) transfer line 

WFD-26b-018 

WFD-26c-047 

WFD-26c-060 

unidcmified solids in reccibing tank 
(c g , pho,phate ring) create polcmial 
Impcrature increases that result in tank 

Possi IC disrolutinn ofpreviuurly 
unidcnlified solids in receiving tank 
(e g , phosphate ring) 

hlismuting of diluent results in 
ovcrfillina dcslination wasv tank - I 
Human error in diluent system 
operation leads to overfilling waste 
tank 

F3 

overfilling waste tank 

particular transfer causes line to plug 
and results in mechanical line failure 

Procedurailhuman error in s m p  of 
diluent addition causes line to plug and 
res~lts in mechanical line failure 

reactions that resu113 in mechanical line 
failure 

Incorrect transfer pump speed setting 
causes line to plug and results in 
mechanical line failure 

Transfer line valve failuredmismuting 
causes line to plug and results in 
mechanical line failure 

Pump speed setting rn igh causes F3 
mechanical line failure due to increased 
emsion ofthe tranfer line walls 

I 
Possible dissolution o f  previously FI 
unidcntitied solids in recwmg tank 
(e.& phosphate ring) create potential 
temperature increase that result in tank 
bump 

Equipment malfunction in smup of 
diluent addition causes line to plug and 
results in mechanical line failure 

Human error; failure offlush line 
valves AND pressure switches from 
caustic additions system 
Transfer piping at lower temperafllre F3 

Transfer line valve failureslmismuting F3 
causes line to plug and resuits in 
mechanical line failure 

Line pluggage leading to deadheading 
ofthc pump and results in mechanical 
line failure 

F3 

F3 

than supematt 

F3 

TC4-9 
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Table C-4. Hazardous Conditions With Potentially Significant Onsite Consequences (S2). 

WFD-26~484 Release oftank waste to soil from M aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer linc 

Releaw oftank waste to soil from an underground pool 
leak from afailed (existing) transfer line 
Release of tank waste to soil fmm an aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (existing) transfer line 

WFD-26c-088 

WFD-26c-089 

WFD-29a-004 Rclcasc oftank waslc 10 sod or atmorphcrc from a spray or 
pool lcak from a dilucni addition syslcm 

WFD29a-010 Release oftank waste to lhe soil due to a pool leak due to a 
misrouting 

Releaw oftank waste to the soil due to a pool leak due to a 
misrouting 
Release of tank waste to soil fmm M underground pwl  
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Releaw oftank waste to soil from M underground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Release of tank waste to soil from a mI leak ofwaste 

WFD-29a-012 

WFD-32a-035 

WFD-32a062 

WFD-32~642 
WFD-32cdOl 

WFD-32cM)S 

Rclcasc oftank waste IO atmorphcrc from a pool Icak duc 
10 mcchanical fallurcs and mirroullng 

I Rcleax oftank nasv to soil from a ~ w l  lcak ofwaste 
WFD35a-009 

WFD-35a-068 

Rclcase of tank waste to soil tiom M aboveground pool 
leak from a failed (new) transfer line 
Releax oftank waste to soil from an aboveground  MI 
leak tiom a failed (existing) transfer line 

WFD35a-103 Release of toxic vapors to atmosphere from diluent 
addition system due to unexpected chemical reactions 

WFD-35e-012 Release oftank waste to the soil due to a pool leak due to a 
misrouting 

WFV-41a-014 Relcax oftank naste to soil from M aboveground pool 
Icak from a failcd (cxtrlmg) transfer h e  

Hclcase oflank naste to soil from M underground pool 
lcak from a failcd (cxirting) transfer linc 

Rclcaw oftank waste lo soil from an abovcground pool 
lcak from a failed (cxlrlmg) trmfcr h e  

WkD-03a-004 

WFD-Oh-005 

--, 

Pump speed xning too high causes 
mechanical line failure due to increased 
erosion of transfer line walls 
Waste rheology not as expected 

Waste rheology not as expected causes 
mechanical line failure due to increased 
erosion of transfer line walls 
Equipment malfunction: Pump failure, 
diluent line pluglfreere, diluent line 
break 
Human ermr in diluent system 
operation leads to overfilling of waste 
tank 
tquipmcnt malfunction lcadr IO 
ovcrlillingof WBste IMk 

Decision IO not add diluent to a 
panicular transfer 
Proceduralhuman error in s m u p  of 
diluent addition 
Small transfer line leak 
Mismuting: Human ermr or 
mechanical malfunction 
Transfer line leak 
Plugginglfreezing of dilucnt line causes 
mechanical line failure 
Decision to minimize diluent addition 
to a panicular transfer causes line to 
plug and results in mechanical line 
failure 
Mislabeled chemical used for supply of 
diluent, human error results in 
unexpected chemical reactions 
Misrouled diluent, mismatched diluent 
and pump flows, misrouting of 
Simultaneous transfer or flush, 
inleakage leads to overfilling ofwaste 
lank 
Equipment malfunction in startup of 
diluent addition causes line to plug and 
resdu in mechanical linc failure 
Plugginglfieezing of diluent line 

Plugginglfreezing of diluent linc causes 
mechanical failure of transfer line 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 
F3 E2 

F3 E2 
F3 E2 

F3 E2 

F3 E2 

TC4- 1 0 
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WFD-Ola-006 

WFD-Ola.018 

WFD-Oh026 

WFD-Ola429 

abovegrade portions ofthe diluent system and diluent gravity flbw in& difuent system abovegrade 
transfer lines. No release ofwaste or diluent is piping 
assumed 

Personnel exposure to toxic vapor due to tank Surface cmst prevents gas passage F3 E l  
overpressurization 
Personnel exposure IO toxic vapor due to tank Mon gas retained in wasfe than theoretically F3 E l  
overpressurization expected 
Personnel exposure to toxic vapor due to tank Mixer pump operation too aggressive F3 El 
overpressurization 
Personnel exposure Io toxic vapor due to tank Waste mixing is more efficient than expected F3 E l  
overpressurization 

WFD-03a-104 

WFD-03d-074 

Personnel injury due to unexpected chemical Mislabeled chemical used for supply of F3 El 
reactions damaging diluent system 

Personnel exposure to toxic vapor due to tank Pump speed selling Iw high F3 E l  
overpressurization 

diluent, human e m r  

TC5-1 

WFD-Ma430 

WFD-39a.001 

RcIcase of toxic chrmicals to soil surfacc due IO leak 
from causiic addition s)rtcm 

Personncl cxporurr io ioxic ~cmsol Juc io loss of N. A F3 E l  
conlincmenl during sampling 

Siphon caused b) elcvmion dlffcrenccs Hhcn 
pro\ iding dilution feed from AN, AY, or AZ 
F m W A W F m  

F3 E l  
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Table C-6. Hazardous Conditions With Potential Occuuational (OCC) Safetv Conseauences. 

WFD-03a-104 

I 
WFD-Ola-018 

WFD-01a-026 

Personnel exposure to toxic vapor due to tank overpressurization More gas retained in waste than theoretically 
expected 

I Personnel exposurc to toxic vapor due to tank ovemressurization I Mixer uumu omration too Beeressive 

Personnel injury due to unexpected chemical reactions damaging 
diluent system human error 

Mislabeled chemical used for supply o f  diluent, 

WFD42a-001 

I I I Pcrsonnel exposurc 10 toxic vapor due IO tank o\crprcssunrauun I Pump specd scnmg IOU h g h  WFD-03d-074 

WFD-39a-001 I Personnel cxposurc lo l a x t i  amsol duc 10 loss of confinmmt I NIA 
during sampling 

Personnel exposure to waste that i s  present in abovegrade 
ponions oithe dilucnt system and diluent transfer lines. No 
release of waste or diluent is assumed 

Diluent system pump failure allows waste to gravity 
flow into diluent system abovegrade piping 

TC6-1 
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